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Omi didn’t go anywhere else, wanting to circle around the Celestial Universe.
In the universe, the speed was fast, probably because it was a three dimensional space.
So, the huge Heavenly World, it didn’t take Omi much time to complete a lap around the world
Omi arrived at the very bottom of the Sky World, and Omi entered through the white membrane.Then,
Omi discovered that he was standing in a starry sky, and not far from him, a sun was glowing brightly.
Omi immediately rushed to the sun, and although the sun was very hot, Omi couldn’t feel any.
Omi swept around and saw that the sun was still there, but there was no longer any old Earth, Mars, or
Moon.
Perhaps, after so many years, these things were long gone.
Omi rushed back to the edge of the galaxy, burrowed out on that membrane, and came back into the
universe.
Omi looked at that Batou world in the distance.
After some hesitation, Omi rushed towards the Batu World.
In less than two hours, Omi arrived at the Batu World. The first website m.kanshu8.net
“Fuck, it looked close, and as a result, it ran for two hours.”Don Omi scolded.
Omi entered the Batu World at once.
Omi stood over the Batu Time and scanned the entire Batu World.
Omi said inwardly, “I don’t know if there are any strong people in the Batu World, but in case there are
very powerful gods, I don’t know if anything will happen to me if I rashly enter now.”
Just at this moment, a growl came from Omi’s ear, “Who dares to trespass?”
In the next second, three gods rushed towards Omi.
As expected, there were gods in the Batu World.
However, Omi recognized with a glance that these three gods in the Batu World were all inferior gods.
However, for some reason, Omi clearly felt that these three lower-grade gods were much more
powerful than Omi.

“What’s going on, they’re all inferior gods, how come they feel mostly stronger than me.”
What Omi didn’t know was that Lower Grade Gods, too, had subdivisions.
The three lower-grade gods surrounded Omi.
“What are you?An inferior god who is only a peg, actually dared to trespass into my Batu World.”One
of the gods shouted.
Omi busily smiled, “Don’t be nervous, senior gods, I’m also entering the universe for the first time, I
saw the closest place to that world of ours, there’s a world about the same size as ours, so I ran over to
have a look, no other meaning.”
The three gods’ brows furrowed, one of them said, “Sure enough, it’s just a newly stepped into the
lower gods.”
Omi busily nodded, “Yes, I just became a god, so I rushed out of the world to take a look in the
universe.By the way, what did you guys mean when you said that I was some kind of an inferior god
just now?Is there still a subdivision of the lower gods?”
“Nonsense, there are plenty of inferior gods in the entire universe, are all inferior gods the
same?Before you became a god, didn’t you have contact with condensation?”
“I know this, the condensed power of the three no field, one two three, until after sixty-four, it
becomes a god.”Omi said.
“Yeah, the lower gods, they are also divided according to their respective powers, one god, two gods,
three gods, until sixty-four gods, and then they become middle gods.”
“Oh oh, I just said how come there are only six subdivisions of gods in total, so that’s how it is.I’m sorry,
gods, excuse me.”
Omi carefully compared the difference in momentum between himself and the three gods in front of
him, and roughly judged that one of these three gods was an inferior-grade god with three
horsepower of divine power.The other two are two-horsepower inferior gods, both stronger than
Omi.”
&n
bsp; Omi had just become a god now, and didn’t even know that gods had those abilities, how to fight
people, it was better to be careful.
“I’ll go then.”Omi said with a smile.
“Wait.”That three-horse inferior god said.(Three lower gods of divine power, later all shortened to:
three lower gods)
“Is there anything else?”Don Zimmer asked.
“What’s your name?”
“Don Omi.”
“What world are you from?”

“Skyworld?”
“Celestial World?How is that possible, the Sky World doesn’t have any creatures at all, it’s barren, we
saw it on the map.”
Omi said in his heart, the map hadn’t been updated for tens of billions of years.
“These tens of billions of years have been inhabited by humans.”
“A few tens of billions of years to develop a god?That’s impossible.”That three-horse lower god said.
“Oh, in the past, in our Heavenly World, there were ten gods, and then, they died, but before they died,
they left behind their legacy.”
“No wonder, about the past, those ten gods in your Sky World, we also know them.”One of them said.
“Oh yeah, that’s great, in the future, we two worlds, let’s be friends, okay.”
“Haha.”The three of them didn’t speak.
Omi said, “I’ll go back first then, goodbye.”
Omi quickly flew away.
After Omi left, that three lower gods said, “Second and third brothers, I never thought there would be
humans in the Heavenly World, and there’s a god now.”
“Big brother, what do you have in mind?”
“Well, once upon a time, when there were ten gods in the Sky World, how did they treat us?”That
three-horse lower god asked.
“How else can we be treated, once we were in trouble and asked them for help, but they were so
arrogant.”
“Now that we’re finally at the top of their power, why don’t we colonize them?The Horon God King
isn’t colonizing us, we’re going to colonize them, capture their billion humans and hand them over to
the Horon God King as slaves.”
“I agree.”
“Let’s go, then, without further delay.”
“Go.”
Omi left the Batu World and immediately returned to the Sky World.
Omi had a feeling in his heart that those three people in the Batu World had a bit of a problem and bad
eyes.
Omi had just returned home, and his butt hadn’t even sat down to warm up.
The three people from the Batu World came.

“Omi.”The three shouted overhead.
Omi was busy walking out and saw that it was the three of them, feeling bad in his heart.
However, Omi flew up anyway.
“Three seniors, what is the matter.”Omi was not as skilled as the others, so he could only be as polite
as possible.
“Omi, listen to me, from this moment onwards, the Heavenly World is a colony of our Batu Time.”That
three-horse lower god said.
Omi’s heart was furious, what an overkill, bullying when he saw something good.
Omi also regretted in his heart, he should have known not to enter the Batu World, otherwise, they
might not have known that there were creatures in the Sky World.
“What, Omi, you dare to disagree?Do you believe I’ll destroy you?”
Omi said, “Three, truth be told,,, we are already a colony of the Horan God King, if you want to change
it to your colony, you must at least get the approval of the Horan God King.”

